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Between

land and sea
To guarantee you never forget your vacation in these
uncertain times, Saint Martin is your best choice of idyllic
destination. So far away and yet so close, this welcoming
island invites you to discover its crystal-clear waters, its
white sandy beaches and its unique culture.
Find out just what makes Saint Martin so charming in this
new issue of our newsletter, from our artistic wealth to our
beautiful seabeds. Take advantage of our advice to find
the accommodation of your dreams and treat yourself to

the services of your own private chef. You’ll also learn lots
about the history and heritage of Saint Martin, with our
anecdotes and latest news.

THIS MONTH’S HIGHLIGHTS

Celebration
of the abolition of slavery
The news that slavery was to be abolished reached
Saint Martin on May 28, 1848. Every year, a symbolic
place is chosen to commemorate that date. A reading
of the decree to abolish slavery, dated April 27, 1848, is
followed by a succession of artistic and cultural displays
accompanied by the beat of a drum, among other sounds.
This instrument symbolizes the anti-slavery struggle.

The slavery abolition commemorations remind us of the
native Caribs who were exterminated and the 15 to 20
million Africans who became victims of triangle trade
from the mid-17th century.

With a sense of urgency, the Governor of Guadeloupe
declared the abolition of slavery on the evening of May 27,
1848. So the news didn’t arrive on the same day because
of the distance – about 155 miles – between Guadeloupe
and Saint Martin, its dependency at the time. Following
research carried out by historians, the abolition of slavery
is now commemorated in Saint Martin on May 28.

Events calendar
• Electro party every Thursday evening at L’Instant (Grand-Case)
• Drinks, tapas and music every Thursday evening at the Waï
(Orient Bay)
• Breakfast with musical entertainment every Saturday morning
at the Rainbow (Grand-Case)
• Creole brunch with musical entertainment every Sunday
morning at the 978 Sanctorum (Rambaud)

NEW

The Secrets Resort & Spa
opens its doors
The Secrets St Martin Resort & Spa, a hotel complex nestled in the
beautiful bay of Anse Marcel, has been given a facelift. Previously
known as the Riu, it is one of the biggest hotels on the island. On the
beachfront, with 258 rooms decorated in modern Caribbean style, it
promises exceptional all-inclusive packages in a heavenly setting,
which means that you get to fully enjoy unlimited food and drink
throughout your stay. Enjoy dinner by the beach at one of the six
restaurants: three serving à-la-carte dishes, a grill diner, a café, and
a buffet restaurant. You’ll discover sophisticated international cuisine
that reflects the quality and diversity of the restaurants of Saint Martin.
Make the most of the largest infinity pool in the Caribbean, an extralong pool that follows the length of the hotel complex all the way to the
apartment building. And when you’re not lazing on the hot sand or by
the pool, you’ll be in the spa or enjoying one of the multiple activities on
offer such as yoga, table tennis, volleyball, aerobics, dance lessons, or
cooking classes. The hotel proposes day passes for €139 each, which
include breakfast, lunch, drinks, and admission to the swimming pool.
Contact details: Secrets St. Martin Resort & Spa
Tel. +590 590 77 64 40
E-mail: info.sesxm@secretsresorts.com
Facebook: @Secrets St. Martin Resort & Spa

A TASTE OF LOCAL LIFE

Where to find
artisan souvenirs?

You need to know the right places if you want to take home a little something
original as a holiday souvenir. On the stalls of Marigot Market, every day
except Sunday, you’ll find a few creators hawking their paintings, glass
paintings, infused rums, handmade bags and accessories, and more.
Rum enthusiasts should head for Ma Doudou, a shop in Cul-de-Sac where
you'll find a wide range of local infused rums. In Marigot, Colombier Traditions
proposes products containing local guavaberries.

@Madoudousxm
In Grand-Case, there are a number of art galleries on the main boulevard. They
sell paintings and photographs as well as craft jewelry. The small gallery
leading to the bar named L’Instant also contains a few independent boutiques
selling items such as paintings on glass.
The Bubble Shop diving store at Hope Estate also displays sea-related pieces
by local creators, including underwater photographs, driftwood mobiles, and
small sculptures of sea creatures.

@Bubble Shop Sxm

TREAT YOURSELF!

Your own
private
chef
To explore French and Caribbean cuisine in all their
subtlety, there’s nothing quite like having the services
of your own private chef at where you're staying.
Kareem Brooks, a young chef from Saint Martin, has
made this type of service his specialty, for dinners,
lunches, brunches, and more... To celebrate a birthday
or other special occasion, or just to enjoy a moment of
togetherness, the chef will delight your tastebuds from
your own kitchen. This activity puts him in direct contact
with his clients and gives him greater freedom. According
to Kareem Brooks, “There’s greater depth in home cooking,
more love.”
He fell in love with French food during his studies in France,
and with American culture during his travels to the United
States. “So when I returned to Saint Martin, I wanted to
combine the cuisine of the West Indies, France, and the USA,” he
explains. But this chef is up for anything! “I enjoy a challenge!” he
says. In partnership with his brother, a decorator, he proposes allinclusive packages for birthday parties and other special events.

@chef.brookss
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A QUICK GETAWAY

Diving to discover the underwater world
The seabed around Saint Martin is teeming with colorful gems and the most
amazing species. To discover them, a number of diving clubs propose introductory
sessions and excursions out at sea. You don’t need any prior experience; an
instructor can guide you for this unforgettable experience. Saint Martin boasts
a remarkable array of colorful creatures such as trumpetfish, parrotfish, boxfish,
lionfish, shrimps, anemones, and so on... With a bit of luck, you may even spot a
turtle or a nurse shark, depending on the diving site.
Agnès Etchegoyen, a photographer and expert diver, has spent years exploring
the Saint Martin seabed. She discovered the undersea world after arriving on
Saint Martin at the age of 12, but it was only later that her passion for photography
caught up with her love of freediving. “I was an underwater hunter until I discovered
underwater photography,” she explains. Nowadays, she does “photographic
hunting” and also captures this perpetually moving universe in her many videos.
“Whether free diving or scuba diving, I always try to get as close as possible,” she
says. “The seabeds are magnificent, especially out at sea where they’re very rich.”
She regularly shares her discoveries and encounters on social media, but also
with the scientists of Guadeloupe and Martinique, to advance the study of marine
species found around Saint Martin.

@agnesetchegoyen
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Where to stay
on Saint Martin

Practical

TIPS

Saint Martin offers accommodation solutions
that can satisfy every requirement and every
budget. From boutique hotels to dreamy villas,
every visitor is sure to find just the place, style,
and atmosphere they’re looking for.
Eager to welcome you with a high quality of
services and facilities, the hotel managers,
whatever the size of their establishment,
have a strong sense of the Caribbean-style
hospitality that’s so typical of Saint Martin.
Decorated in typical Caribbean style, the midcapacity accommodation establishments in
the French part of the island fall mostly into the
luxury category. Saint Martin boasts a majority
of 4-star and upper 3-star establishments
located mainly on the beachfront and in the
coastal hills. The island has a wide range of
rated guesthouses and seasonal rentals. These
accommodation types welcome you with a
blend of authenticity and comfort. Saint Martin
is also highly reputed for luxury villa rentals.
This type of accommodation is ideal for large
families, groups of friends, and anyone looking
to enjoy the intimacy of a private house with
outstanding services and exclusive facilities
(swimming pool, domestic staff, etc.).
For more information visit the Tourist Office
website: www.st-martin.org (“Stay” section)

A QUICK GETAWAY

Did you know?

Tintamarre Island used to be an airbase
Located 2 miles northeast of Saint-Martin, Tintamarre Island,
also known as Flat Island, is a natural haven of peace covering
nearly 250 acres in the heart of the Saint Martin Nature
Reserve.
After being cultivated for
farming, then excavated
as a quarry, the island
became an airbase
for a small airline
called Compagnie

Aérienne Antillaise (CAA), which was created by Remy de
Haenen (see photo). A 1,600-ft dirt-track runway was used
for flights to and from the neighboring islands. At that time,
Tintamarre had a population of about twenty people who
ensured everything ran smoothly at the airfield. But after a
few accidents, the airport closed down in 1952 and is now
totally deserted. You can still see the remains of the airdrome,
along with the vestiges of a small railway and an old cotton
plantation. If you fancy a bit of adventure, wear sneakers for
your exploration of the island.

Saint
Martin

Saint Martin
Tourist Office

10 rue du Général de Gaulle
Marigot, 97150 Saint Martin
Tel.: +590 590 87 57 21
e-mail: contact@st-martin.org
@iledesaintmartin

@discoversaintmartin

